Cardiorespiratory Responses to Hypoxia and Hypercapnia at Rest in Vocalists
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Abstract: In order to clarify whether or not ventilatory and circulatory responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia at rest in male vocalists (n=11) are identical to those of untrained subjects (n=11), ventilatory responses to hypoxia (HVR) and hypercapnia (HCVR) were estimated as the slope of regression relating \( V_t \) to \( S_aO_2 \) (\( \Delta V_t/\Delta S_aO_2 \) or the slope factor (\( A \)) for the \( V_t-PETO_2 \) curve, and as the slope of regression relating \( V_t \) to \( PETCO_2 \) (\( \Delta V_t/\Delta PETCO_2 \)), respectively. The respiratory frequency (\( f \)), tidal volume (\( V_t \)), heart rate (HR), and blood pressure (BP) responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia were also estimated as the slope of the line calculated by linear regression related to \( S_aO_2 \) and \( PETCO_2 \). Mean values of \( \Delta V_t/\Delta S_aO_2 \) and \( A \) as an index of hypoxic ventilatory response were lower in the vocalist group (0.39±0.25 breaths · min\(^{-1}\) · %\(^{-1}\) and 76.8±55.7 l · min\(^{-1}\) · torr\(^{-1}\)) than that in the control group (0.56±0.46 breaths · min\(^{-1}\) · %\(^{-1}\) and 101.6±85.4 l · min\(^{-1}\) · torr\(^{-1}\)), and there was no statistically significant difference. The \( \Delta f/\Delta S_aO_2 \) was significantly \((p<0.05)\) lower in the vocalist group (−0.02±0.39 breaths · min\(^{-1}\) · %\(^{-1}\)) than that in the control group (0.43±0.65 breaths · min\(^{-1}\) · %\(^{-1}\)). In contrast, mean values of \( \Delta V_t/\Delta PETCO_2 \) per body mass index were significantly \((p<0.05)\) lower in the vocalist group (0.05±0.03 l · min\(^{-1}\) · torr\(^{-1}\)) than those in the control group (0.10±0.06 l · min\(^{-1}\) · torr\(^{-1}\)). There were also significant differences in \( \Delta V_t/\Delta PETCO_2 \) and \( \Delta f/\Delta PETCO_2 \) between the two groups \((p<0.05)\). However, no significant differences in HR and BP responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia between the two groups were observed. These results suggest that the magnitude of ventilatory response, but not HR and BP, to hypoxia and hypercapnia at rest in vocalists is reduced by chronic vocal training, including breath control and elongation of phonation for long periods. [Japanese Journal of Physiology, 53, 17–24, 2003]
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It has hitherto been reported that hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory responses at rest are lower in the well-trained athletes, long-distance swimmers, and elite synchronized swimmers as compared to untrained subjects [1–3]. Furthermore, there are several studies concerning blunted ventilatory responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia in free divers (e.g., Igarashi [4] showed reduced hypercapnic ventilatory responses in the ama, people who harvest shellfish and seaweed only during harvest seasons using no special breathing apparatus). It has been confirmed by a few authors [5–7] that divers, compared to nondivers, had a blunted chemosensitivity to hypercapnia. Masuda et al. [8, 9] also indicated decreased ventilatory response to hypercapnia in the Funado, people who dive to depths of 10–20 m, and to hypoxia in the Kachido, people who dive at shallow depths of 5–10 m, respectively.

On the other hand, a unique group of musicians, formal classical singers, or so-called professional vocalists, perform vigorous respiratory exercise while extending their breath and may need to be endowed with special characteristics in their control of ventilation, which allow them to perform at an elite level of
competition. Although unique phonation in professional vocalists seems to be gradually possible itself with voice training for long periods, we have recently determined ventilatory response to hypercapnia at rest in a well-trained professional male yogi, who is able to breathe at a frequency of once per minute (Ujjai respiration) for an hour. The slope of hypercapnic ventilatory response curve measured by the rebreathing method in this subject was 0.26 l·min⁻¹·torr⁻¹. This corresponds to about 25% of healthy untrained subjects [10]. These results suggest that lower chemosensitivity of hypoxia and hypercapnia observed in well-trained athletes, long-distance swimmers, divers, and yogi seems to be related to adaptations of hypoxic and hypercapnic exposure by the respiratory mode which includes holding ones breath. If so, it is possible to hypothesize that hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory responses are lower in vocalists than that in untrained subjects. These characteristics may result in lower work and less dyspnea during singing, which may offer a competitive advantage. To our knowledge, however, there are no available data with regard to the respiratory chemosensitivity of vocalists.

The purpose of this study, therefore, was to clarify whether or not ventilatory and circulatory responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia in vocalists is the same as compared to untrained subjects.

METHODS

Subjects. Healthy young male volunteers were recruited from two universities. Eleven untrained subjects (control group) were students of one university and the other 11 subjects (vocalist group) were students who belong to the Department of Vocal Music of an art university. The students of the vocalist group had trained mainly by vocalization or phonation for long periods, we have recently determined ventilatory response to hypercapnia at rest in a well-trained professional male yogi, who is able to breathe at a frequency of once per minute (Ujjai respiration) for an hour. The slope of hypercapnic ventilatory response curve measured by the rebreathing method in this subject was 0.26 l·min⁻¹·torr⁻¹. This corresponds to about 25% of healthy untrained subjects [10]. These results suggest that lower chemosensitivity of hypoxia and hypercapnia observed in well-trained athletes, long-distance swimmers, divers, and yogi seems to be related to adaptations of hypoxic and hypercapnic exposure by the respiratory mode which includes holding ones breath. If so, it is possible to hypothesize that hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory responses are lower in vocalists than that in untrained subjects. These characteristics may result in lower work and less dyspnea during singing, which may offer a competitive advantage. To our knowledge, however, there are no available data with regard to the respiratory chemosensitivity of vocalists.

The purpose of this study, therefore, was to clarify whether or not ventilatory and circulatory responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia in vocalists is the same as compared to untrained subjects.

METHODS

Subjects. Healthy young male volunteers were recruited from two universities. Eleven untrained subjects (control group) were students of one university and the other 11 subjects (vocalist group) were students who belong to the Department of Vocal Music of an art university. The students of the vocalist group had trained mainly by vocalization or phonation for 2–3 h daily, 5–6 times a week year-round for 1–6 (average 3.4) years. Mean values and standard deviations were 20.8 (2.9) years, 174.4 (4.7) cm, 70.3 (14.6) kg, and 23.9 (3.9) for the vocalist group, and 19.9 (1.4) years, 174.4 (4.7) cm, 63.4 (6.1) kg, and 21.0 (2.1) for the control group. With the exception of age, no significant difference was found in height, body mass, or BMI between the two groups. All subjects were explained the potential risks and discomforts of the experiments and signed an informed consent form approved by the Human Research Committee of the Research Center of Health, Physical Fitness and Sports of Nagoya University.

Preliminary test. All subjects came to the laboratory at least three times on separate days. They were instructed as to the experimental procedures, but not informed as to the purpose and results of this study until its completion. On the first day, all subjects were familiarized only with the apparatus and testing procedures involved in this study; subjects performed a preliminary test to become sufficiently accustomed to cycling on the bicycle ergometer and to rebreathing for measuring ventilatory responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia. Since most of the subjects had no experience of maximal exercise or rebreathing wearing a respiratory face mask or mouthpiece, the subjects were asked to wear these for determining respiratory gas volume even during the preliminary test. The actual experiment was conducted approximately 1 week after the first familiarization. The subjects were asked to avoid intense exercise and participated 2 h after their last meal.

Maximal bicycle exercise. On the second day, which was several days after the first day, a maximal bicycle exercise test was conducted in order to estimate the aerobic work capacity of each subject. The maximal exhaustive exercise was carried out using stepwise incremental loading. The cycling exercise test began at an initial power output of 60 W, and the work load was increased 30 W every 2 min until exhaustion. The pedaling frequency was kept constant at 60 rpm with the aid of a metronome. A respiratory mask and electrodes were attached to each subject’s face and chest to continuously determine pulmonary ventilation (VE), oxygen uptake (VO2), carbon dioxide output (VCO2), and heart rate (HR) during maximal exhaustive exercise (i.e., during maximal bicycle exercise, expired gases were collected into a Douglas bag every minute until exhaustion). Expired gas volume was measured with a wet-gasometer (type WE, Shinagawa, Tokyo, Japan). Gas analysis was performed by means of an O2 and CO2 analyzer (type MG-360, Miyato Ikagaku, Osaka, Japan). An electrocardiogram was continuously recorded to estimate HR throughout the maximal exercise. The peak HR and pulmonary ventilation were expressed as HRmax and VEmax, respectively. Oxygen uptake derived during maximal exercise was considered to be maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max) when two of the following three criteria were satisfied: identification of a plateau in VO2 with an increase in power output (<150 ml VO2 increase), HR±10% of age-predicted maximum (220–age), and respiratory exchange ratio ≥1.0 [11, 12].

Ventilatory and circulatory responses to hypoxia. Ventilatory response to hypoxia (HVR) at rest was determined using a progressive isocapnic hypoxic test proposed by Weil et al. [13]; the subject rebreathed a mixture gas in small bag connected to a
closed circuit that had been used by Ohyabu et al. [14] after the subject rested in sitting position for 30 min. In the HVR test, tidal volume (VT), respiratory frequency (f), minute inspiratory volume (Vt), inspiratory duration (T1), end-tidal oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations (FETO2 and FETCO2), arterial blood pressure (BP), and arterial oxygen saturation (SaO2) were continuously determined during rebreathing. The subject breathed through a mouthpiece attached to a hot-wire flowmeter (type RF-H, Minato Ikagaku). Sample gas was drawn through a sampling tube connected to a mouthpiece and FETO2 and FETCO2 were analyzed using a gas analyzer (type MG-360, Minato Ikagaku). End-tidal partial pressure of oxygen and carbon dioxide (PETO2 and PETCO2) were calculated from FETO2 and FETCO2, respectively. Systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) were recorded beat-by-beat with a Finapres device (Model 2300, Ohmeda, Nagoya, Japan) because the BP monitoring method by Finapres has been found to reliably reflect intra-aortic BP during a variety of physiological interventions [15, 16]. SaO2 was determined during rebreathing by a pulse oximeter positioned on the tip of the left forefinger (OVL-1200, Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan). The finger cuff of the Finapres and the probe of the pulse oximeter were kept constantly at heart level. HR was also measured from an electrocardiogram (ECG) using three electrodes placed on the chest. The signals from the flowmeter, gas analyzer, Finapres, pulse oximeter, and electrocardiography were digitized at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz through analog-to-digital conversion (ADX-98H, Canopus, Kobe, Japan). The digitized signals were stored in a computer (PC-9821XA, NEC, Tokyo, Japan). The ventilatory parameters such as Vt, f, VT, and mean inspiratory flow (VT/Vt) were calculated breath-by-breath, and the circulatory parameters such as SBP, DBP, SaO2, and HR were monitored in beat-by-beat fashion [17], respectively. HVR was estimated as the slope of the line calculated by linear regression relating Vt to SaO2 (ΔVt/ΔSaO2, l·%−1; Δf/ΔSaO2, breath·min−1·%−1; ΔSBP/ΔSaO2, mmHg·%−1; ΔDBP/ΔSaO2, mmHg·%−1; ΔHR/ΔSaO2, beats·min−1·%−1, respectively), and the slopes were presented as positive numbers by conversion. Moreover, the breathing pattern to hypoxia was analyzed in terms of the slope and intercept (M and K) of the linear regression of ventilation to VT as proposed by Hey et al. [19]: \( Vt = M(Vt - K) \).

**Ventilatory and circulatory responses to hypercapnia.** Ventilatory response to hypercapnia (HCVR) at rest was determined by the rebreathing method after the subject rested in a sitting position for 30 min; the subject rebreathed a gas mixture (about 7% CO2 in O2) of 5–6 l for 4 min as described by Read [20]. The recording of minute inspiratory volume (Vt) and end-tidal carbon dioxide partial pressure (PETCO2) were basically made in a manner similar to the computing system used in the HVR test (i.e., the subject breathed through a mouthpiece connected to a hot-wire flowmeter from a rebreathing bag in a plastic box). During rebreathing, tidal volume (VT), respiratory frequency (f), minute inspiratory volume (Vt), inspiratory duration (T1), end-tidal oxygen and carbon dioxide concentration (FETO2 and FETCO2), arterial BP, and arterial oxygen saturation (SaO2) were continuously measured using the same technique mentioned above. The Vt, VT, f, SBP, DBP, and HR responses to hypercapnia were estimated as the slope of the line calculated by linear regression relating to ΔPETCO2, (ΔVt/ΔPETCO2, l·min−1·torr−1; Δf/ΔPETCO2, breath·min−1·torr−1; ΔSBP/ΔPETCO2, mmHg·torr−1; ΔDBP/ΔPETCO2, mmHg·torr−1; ΔHR/ΔPETCO2, beats·min−1·torr−1, respectively). Higher values of ΔVt/ΔPETCO2, Δf/ΔPETCO2, and Δf/ΔPETCO2 indicate higher ventilatory response to hypercapnia and vice versa. In addition, the breathing pattern to hypercapnia was also analyzed in terms of the slope and intercept (M' and K') of the linear regression of ventilation to tidal volume using the equation of Hey et al. (\( Vt = M'(Vt - K') \)) [19].

To clarify the relation between body size and ventilatory response to hypoxia and hypercapnia, BMI (sometimes called the Quetelet Index), weight in kg divided by square of height in m (\( W/H^2 \)), was calculated for each subject [21].

**Statistical analysis.** Values are expressed as mean and standard deviation (±SD). The comparisons of all parameters between the vocalists and controls were made using a non-parametric test (Mann-Whitney’s U-test). The relationship among the parameters was determined by simple linear regression analysis. The SPSS statistical package was used for these analyses. The level of significance was set at 5%.
RESULTS

Table 1 shows cardiorespiratory response to maximal bicycle ergometer exercise in the control and vocalist groups. Mean values and ±SD of maximum oxygen uptake (\(\dot{V}O_{2,max}\)) and maximum pulmonary ventilation (\(\dot{V}E_{max}\)) were 2.89±0.51 and 122.5±24.4 l·min\(^{-1}\) for the control group and 2.50±0.37 and 100.0±15.7 l·min\(^{-1}\) for the vocalist group, respectively. \(\dot{V}O_{2,max}\) and \(\dot{V}E_{max}\) were significantly lower in the vocalist group than that in the control group (\(p<0.05\)), while there were no significant differences in maximal heart rate (HR\(_{max}\)), respiratory exchange ratio (RER), or ratios of maximal pulmonary ventilation to maximum oxygen uptake or maximum carbon dioxide output (\(\dot{V}E_{max}/\dot{V}O_{2,max}\) or \(\dot{V}E_{max}/\dot{V}CO_{2,max}\)).

Mean values of \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta P_{ETCO_2}\), and \(A\) as an index ventilatory response to hypoxia were 0.56±0.46 l·min\(^{-1}\)·torr\(^{-1}\) and 101.6±85.4 l·min\(^{-1}\)·torr\(^{-1}\) in the control group and 0.39±0.25 l·min\(^{-1}\)·torr\(^{-1}\) and 76.8±55.7 l·min\(^{-1}\)·torr\(^{-1}\) in the vocalist group, respectively. Although there were no significant differences in the \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta CO_2\), and \(A\) between the control and vocalist groups, \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta CO_2\), and \(M\) were significantly lower in the vocalist group (0.02±0.39 breath·min\(^{-1}\)·torr\(^{-1}\) and 5.9±4.1 min\(^{-1}\)) than that in the control group (0.43±0.65 breath·min\(^{-1}\)·torr\(^{-1}\) and 11.9±6.8 min\(^{-1}\)) as shown in Table 2 (\(p<0.05\)).

Table 3 indicates the results of hypercapnic ventilatory response at rest in both groups. Mean values of \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta P_{ETCO_2}\) per body mass index (HCVR/BMI) as an index of ventilatory response to hypercapnia was significantly lower in the vocalist group (0.05±0.03 l·min\(^{-1}\)·torr\(^{-1}\)) than that in the control group (0.10±0.06 l·min\(^{-1}\)·torr\(^{-1}\)) (\(p<0.05\)), while no significant difference was found in the HCVR (\(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta P_{ETCO_2}\)) values of the control and vocalist groups. Furthermore, it was found that \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta P_{ETCO_2}\) was significantly higher in the vocalist group (79.4±41.6 l·torr\(^{-1}\)) than in the control group (40.8±39.2 l·torr\(^{-1}\)) (\(p<0.05\)), and that \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta P_{ETCO_2}\) and \(K'\) were significantly lower in the vocalist group (0.08±0.88 breath·min\(^{-1}\)·torr\(^{-1}\) and 0.19±1.07 l) than in the control group (0.86±0.92 breath·min\(^{-1}\)·torr\(^{-1}\) and 0.91±0.46 l) (\(p<0.05\), respectively.

Table 1. Cardiorespiratory responses to maximal bicycle exercise in the control and vocalist groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Vocalist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HR(_{max}) (beats/min)</td>
<td>199.8±4.9</td>
<td>200.2±9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V_{E_{max}}) (l/min)</td>
<td>120.9±23.9</td>
<td>100.0±15.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\dot{V}O_{2_{max}}) (l/min)</td>
<td>2.88±0.49</td>
<td>2.50±0.37*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\dot{V}O_{2_{max}}/BW) (ml/kg/min)</td>
<td>45.4±5.5</td>
<td>36.2±4.9*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\dot{V}CO_{2_{max}}/BW) (ml/kg/min)</td>
<td>53.1±6.3</td>
<td>43.7±6.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RER</td>
<td>1.17±0.08</td>
<td>1.21±0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means±SD. HR\(_{max}\), maximum heart rate; \(V_{E_{max}}\), maximum pulmonary ventilation; \(\dot{V}O_{2_{max}}\), maximum oxygen uptake; \(\dot{V}O_{2_{max}}/BW\), maximum oxygen uptake per kilogram of body weight; \(\dot{V}CO_{2_{max}}/BW\), maximum carbon dioxide output per kilogram of body weight; RER, respiratory exchange ratio. * Significantly different from control, \(p<0.05\).

Table 2. Ventilatory response to hypoxia at rest in the control and vocalist groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Vocalist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(HVR) (l/min)</td>
<td>0.56±0.46</td>
<td>0.39±0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(HVR/BMI) (l/min)</td>
<td>0.026±0.022</td>
<td>0.016±0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A) (l/min)</td>
<td>101.6±85.4</td>
<td>76.8±55.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\dot{V}<em>{O</em>{2}}) (l/min)</td>
<td>4.79±3.98</td>
<td>3.17±2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V_{T}) (l/min)</td>
<td>7.72±2.14</td>
<td>6.55±2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta CO_2) (l/l)</td>
<td>21.9±15.5</td>
<td>41.8±46.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta CO_2) (l/l)</td>
<td>0.43±0.65</td>
<td>-0.02±0.39*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M) (min(^{-1}))</td>
<td>11.9±6.8</td>
<td>5.9±4.1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K) (l)</td>
<td>0.42±0.33</td>
<td>0.61±0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means±SD. HVR, hypoxic ventilatory response \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta CO_2\); HVR/BMI, hypoxic ventilatory response per body mass index; \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta CO_2\), tidal volume response to hypoxia; \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta CO_2\), respiratory frequency response to hypoxia; \(A\), the slope constant of hypoxic ventilatory response curve; \(A\), the slope constant of hyperoxic ventilatory response curve per body mass index; \(V_{T}\), horizontal asymptote in ventilation for infinite; \(M\), slope of linear relation between pulmonary ventilation \(\dot{V}_{E}\) and tidal volume \(V_{T}\); \(K\), intercept on the \(V_{T}\) axis. * Significantly different from control, \(p<0.05\).

Table 3. Ventilatory response to hypercapnia at rest in the control and vocalist groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Vocalist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(HCVR) (l/min)</td>
<td>2.00±1.17</td>
<td>1.25±0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(HCVR/BMI) (l/min)</td>
<td>0.10±0.06</td>
<td>0.05±0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) (torr)</td>
<td>48.6±3.3</td>
<td>45.8±4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta P_{ETCO_2}) (torr)</td>
<td>40.8±39.2</td>
<td>79.4±41.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta P_{ETCO_2}) (torr)</td>
<td>0.86±0.92</td>
<td>0.08±0.88*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M) (min(^{-1}))</td>
<td>15.8±12.3</td>
<td>12.5±7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K') (l)</td>
<td>0.91±0.46</td>
<td>0.19±1.07*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means±SD. HCVR, hypercapnic ventilatory response \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta P_{ETCO_2}\); HCVR/BMI, hypercapnic ventilatory response per body mass index; \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta P_{ETCO_2}\), extrapolated intercept on the abscissa (\(P_{CO_2}\) axis); \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta P_{ETCO_2}\), tidal volume response to hypercapnia; \(\Delta\dot{V}E/\Delta P_{ETCO_2}\), respiratory frequency response to hypercapnia; \(M\), slope of linear relation between pulmonary ventilation \(\dot{V}_{E}\) and tidal volume \(V_{T}\); \(K'\), intercept on the \(V_{T}\) axis. * Significantly different from control, \(p<0.05\).
There were no significant differences in HR and BP responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia between the control and vocalist groups as shown in Table 4.

Figure 1 shows the relationship between ventilatory response and circulatory response to hypoxia in both control and vocalist groups. There are significant correlations between not only $\Delta V_\text{I}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$ and $\Delta S_{\text{BP}}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$, $\Delta D_{\text{BP}}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$, $\Delta H_{\text{R}}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$, and $\Delta S_{\text{BP}}/\Delta P_{\text{ETCO}_2}$, $\Delta D_{\text{BP}}/\Delta P_{\text{ETCO}_2}$, $\Delta H_{\text{R}}/\Delta P_{\text{ETCO}_2}$ in the vocalist (○) and control (●) groups.

![Fig. 1. Relationships between hypoxic ventilatory response ($\Delta V_\text{I}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$) and hypoxic systolic, diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate responses ($\Delta S_{\text{BP}}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$, $\Delta D_{\text{BP}}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$, $\Delta H_{\text{R}}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$) in the vocalist (○) and control (●) groups.](image)

There were no significant differences in HR and BP responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia between the control and vocalist groups as shown in Table 4.

Figure 1 shows the relationship between ventilatory response and circulatory response to hypoxia in both control and vocalist groups. There are significant correlations between not only $\Delta V_\text{I}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$ and $\Delta S_{\text{BP}}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$ ($r=0.88, p<0.05$), but also $\Delta V_\text{I}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$ and $\Delta D_{\text{BP}}/\Delta S_{\text{a}O_2}$ ($r=0.68, p<0.05$) in the control group. As shown in Fig. 2, furthermore, a significant correlation between $\Delta S_{\text{BP}}/\Delta P_{\text{ETCO}_2}$ and $\Delta V_\text{I}/\Delta P_{\text{ETCO}_2}$ ($r=0.68, p<0.05$) was found in the control group. However, no significant correlation was found between BP and ventilatory responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia in the vocalist group. In addition, no significant correlation was found between ventilatory response and HR response to hypoxia and hypercapnia in both groups, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

DISCUSSION

The main observation arising from the present study was that the examined vocalists are indeed characterized by: (1) lower respiratory frequency responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia, (2) a blunted ventilatory response to hypercapnia, and (3) no significant correlation between ventilatory response and SBP response to hypoxia and hypercapnia. To our knowledge, this is perhaps the first study of respiratory and circulatory responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia in vocalists.
Phonation requires close coordination between two mechanical processes: (1) movement of the vocal cords and supralaryngeal muscles, which together determines pitch and loudness, and (2) movement of the respiratory bellows, which provides the subglottic pressure and glottal airflow needed to drive the sound generator [22]. To generate a tone of constant loudness and pitch, it is necessary that, during phonation, subglottic pressure remains constant so that air in the lungs is pushed by means of a ventilatory apparatus while singing. Vital capacity, which is an index of lung volume or the ventilatory apparatus for each vocalist, seems to be one of the important factors of phonation time. In previous studies, lung volume determinations such as vital capacity, forced expiratory volume, functional residual volume, and maximum breathing capacity were made for professional vocalists by several authors [23–25] (e.g., Heller et al. [23] measured the lung volumes of 16 professional singers and 21 subjects who had no professional vocal training). They have reported that, in terms of the various divisions of lung volume, no significant difference was noted between the mean values obtained from the normal control group as compared with the mean values found for the vocalist group. These results have been confirmed by White [26]. Further, Bouhuys et al. [22], who found that the recording of volume events during the singing of “Prayer of Thanksgiving,” showed no clear-cut differences between trained and untrained singers, and no clear relation to the subject’s vital capacity. From these results, they suggest that other respiratory tests designed to test the control of respiration would reveal differences between individuals in the groups.

It has previously been reported that maximal oxygen uptake (\(\dot{V}O_{2\max}\)), as an index of maximum aerobic work capacity of humans, is greater in endurance athletes than in untrained subjects, and hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory responses at rest are lower in well-trained athletes, marathon runners, and endurance swimmers [1, 2, 27]. Higher maximum oxygen uptake and reduced hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory responses observed in trained athlete groups are considered to be the result of adaptation to endurance training using muscles of the upper and lower limbs for long periods of time [28, 29]. To our knowledge, however, there are no available data concerning the maximum oxygen uptake and respiratory chemosensitivity of singers as known voice athletes or professional vocalists. Thus, we determined maximum oxygen uptake during maximal exhaustive exercise and ventilatory and circulatory responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia at rest in vocalists. In the present study, maximum oxygen uptake (\(\dot{V}O_{2\max}\)) was significantly lower in the vocalist group than that in the control group (\(p<0.05\)) (Table 1). Nevertheless, a blunted ventilatory response to hypercapnia was observed in the vocalist group as compared to the control group. The disparity in the relationship between maximum oxygen uptake and hypercapnic chemosensitivity in endurance athletes and vocalists seems to be due to the difference in the muscles mobilized during training (i.e., muscles of upper and lower limbs in endurance athletes and respiratory muscles in the vocalists). In other words, decrements of hypercapnic chemosensitivity in the vocalist may be related to the respiratory mode and pattern in daily vocal training. That is, vocalists seem to be controlling the breathing themselves using so-called respiratory muscles, forcefully, weakly and/or quickly and slowly, to maintain varying pitches and loudness during phonation training or singing for long periods. It is possible to assume that intensive and prolonged practice of various phonations using respiratory muscles may have elements in common with the adaptation of respiratory chemosensitivity to endurance training using skeletal muscles, even if maximum oxygen uptake does not increase during vocal training.

Similarly, it is well known that the practice of hatha-yoga consists of control of posture (asana) and manipulation of respiration (pranayama), and practitioners of yoga, known as yogi, have more tidal volume and less respiratory frequency than untrained subjects. Miles [30] has reported that mean values of minute ventilation and respiratory frequency during ujjai respiration for 20 min were 3.53 \(l\cdot min^{-1}\) and 1.26 breaths \(\cdot min^{-1}\). Stanescu et al. [31] found that the ventilatory response to hypercapnia was significantly lower in Belgian subjects who had made an intensive practice of hatha-yoga as compared to an untrained group. Recently, we also observed that the slope (S) of the hypercapnic ventilatory response curve (i.e., measured by the rebreathing method) of a well-trained Japanese hatha-yogi, who is able to breathe once a minute for an hour, was 0.26 \(l\cdot min^{-1}\cdot torr^{-1}\). This corresponds to 37% of Stanescu et al.’s value and about 25% of a healthy untrained subject, respectively. Since arterial pH decreased to 7.319 and arterial carbon dioxide partial pressure (\(P_aCO_2\)) increased to 51.3 torr at the end of ujjai respiration of once per minute in the hatha-yogi, it was suggested that reduced hypercapnic chemosensitivity in the well-trained yogi may be related to the adaptation of a low arterial pH and/or high \(P_aCO_2\) [10]. In other words, the lower hypercapnic ventilatory response observed in vocalists could be due to adaptations of hypoxemia, hypercapnia, and/or...
It was found in this study that blunted chemosensitivity to hypercapnia and lower respiratory frequency responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia were observed in the vocalist group as compared to the control group as shown in Tables 3 and 4. These results suggest that vocal training may influence not only hypercapnic chemosensitivity, but also respiratory pattern, while the reason of change in the mechanical feedback mechanisms by vocal training is unknown. As described previously, however, the students of the vocalist group had trained mainly by vocalization and phonation for 2–3 h daily, 5–6 times a week, round for 1–6 (average 3.4) years. They have been trained under the guidance of their professor to expel breath and resound with expired air without wasteful tension of the vocal cords. The manipulation of respiration during singing appears to mainly consist of near-vital capacity maneuvers that use not only the diaphragm and costal muscles, but also accessory respiratory muscles such as ujjai respiration. In other words, it is possible to assume that an intensive and prolonged practice of various phonations using the so-called respiratory muscles may have elements in common with the adaptation of respiratory chemosensitivity and respiratory pattern to ujjai respiration of hatha-yoga training, even though arterial blood gases were not determined in this study. This assumption, however, needs further investigation.

In the present study, the characteristic features seen in hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory activity were not accompanied by a similar trend in circulatory responses (i.e., there were no significant differences in HR and BP responses to hypoxia and hypercapnia between the vocalist and control groups (Table 4)). However, it is of interest that, in the vocalist group, no significant correlation was found between ventilatory response and SBP response to hypoxia and hypercapnia, while it was significantly correlated in the control group as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. At present, we cannot explain the discrepancy in the relationship between ventilatory response and SBP response to hypoxia and hypercapnia between the vocalist and control groups. However, the results should be considered with the adaptation of respiratory chemosensitivity, but also being able to reduce the sensation of breathlessness by means of respiratory muscle training. Since it is well known that blood pressure fluctuates by means of changes of intrathoracic and abdominal pressures with respiratory movement, one of the reasons for the difference in the relationship between ventilatory and SBP responses in the vocalist and control groups observed here could be related to slower respiratory frequency and/or greater tidal volume because, in recumbent humans, the rise in abdominal pressure which takes place during natural inspiration causes the collapse of the inferior vena cava and thereby opposes venous return from the legs [36]. However, further investigations are necessary to clarify the complete picture of respiratory and cardiovascular response to hypoxia and hypercapnia in this unique population of trained vocalists.

In conclusion, it is suggested that the magnitude of ventilatory response, but not HR and BP, to hypoxia and hypercapnia at rest in vocalists is reduced by chronic vocal training including breath control and elongation of phonation for long periods.
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